Substrate effect on refractive index dependence of plasmon resonance for individual silver nanoparticles observed using darkfield microspectroscopy.
We use optical darkfield micro-spectroscopy to characterize the plasmon resonance of individual silver nanoparticles in the presence of a substrate. The optical system permits multiple individual nanoparticles to be identified visually for simultaneous spectroscopic study. For silver particles bound to a silanated glass substrate, we observe changes in the Plasmon resonance due to induced variations in the local refractive index. The shifts in the plasmon resonance are investigated using a simple analytical theory in which the contributions from the substrate and environment are weighted with distance from the nanoparticle. The theory is compared with experimental results to determine a weighting factor which facilitates modeling of environmental refractive index changes using standard Mie code. Use of the optical system for characterizing nanoparticles attached to substrates for biosensing applications is discussed.